
Hello! My name is Emily Haas and I am a proud client of Amber. I was your typical Instagram, gym obsessed girl 
who would double tap every protein recipe or workout posted on my feed. I was also the girl who managed to 
swing fitting in the gym six days a week in between home work and classes, proudly standing by the fact that I 
was an ED recovery soldier of four years. I thought I had been doing every right and be right I mean, the cleanest 
in the kitchen and the most hardcore with every workout. I would have one “cheat meal” a week and would eat 
to the point of no return sometimes and often get completely disappointed if what I was ordering wasn’t the 
greasiest or sweetest or crispiest treat ever, knowing I wouldn’t be able to indulge again for a whole week. It got 
to the point where I would find myself eating when I wasn’t hungry & getting freakishly nervous when I was 
somewhere I couldn’t get to my Tupperware packaged meals every 3 hours like clockwork. I became frustrated/
paranoid hearing people talk about not working out or eating unhealthy food my body craved so much. In 
between meals I constantly chewed gum, downed black coffee anticipating my next workout or meal. Little did 
I know that being so OCD about being the ultimate ED survivor was slowly leading me back into another kind of 
eating disorder. One leading me out of social activities, giving me terrible skin, mental health, sense of self & the 
kind of strength no dumbbell could ever restore.

Through my thumb’s many journeys down the instagram “fitfam” hash tags, it was hard to miss Amber’s page 
@mishkadawn. I had heard her & her husbands name constantly on social media and my many visits to 
bodybuilding.com but never knew someone who appeared as Superwoman could be the most down to earth, 
inspirational person I had ever encountered. After swiping through her page, I was astounded and almost jealous 
to see more posts of her actually admitting to her faults, goals, weaknesses and overall admitting to being 
HUMAN that was something I never let myself be. On top of that she was grateful fro just every day that came 
along and after literally looking death in the face and having doctors look into my sixteen year old eyes telling 
me I had a heart rate of 35 bpm, I had every right to appreciate every waking moment that came after. But on 
top of looking amazing, she had found that level of balance many people in the fitness world quickly lose sight 
of. So what was her secret? I had heard IFFYM so many times but knew I had avoided trying it because it meant 
facing foods I would be too intimidated to eat. As sad as that was I knew I’d feel guilty about my choices and 
quickly go back to my OCD habits. But there was something about Amber’s positivity and overall level of humility 
that I had not seen on so many other pages that convinced me to give her plan a try.

Going into this, I knew I wanted someone to lay out my macros realistically in a way that coincided with my 
fitness goals to maintain my weight, increase my metabolism and strength. After playing around with my macros 
the first couple weeks, I was already feeling and seeing a difference but before I knew it, I was using her plan as 
an excuse to feed that perfectionist mindset again. I became paranoid again about eating like clockwork and 
even following the sample meal plan that was included for those who didn’t have the six years of experience I 
had with doctors, nutritionists and therapists regarding health. I was so anxious to see results I thought this was 
the only way to achieve them. But quickly I began to see the same patterns unfold, the overeating and paranoia 
that I was trying to steer clear of. Since I had been checking in with Amber throughout my process, I was 
following her blog as well where I found the perfect source of awakening I needed. It was the combination of her 
“Breaking All the Rules” entry and online interview that was streamed for me to be overwhelmed with realization. 
In both, Amber admits to being human, not having an approach and pointing out the ridiculous “fit/clean” 
secrets to what I considered was perfection that I had lived by for as long as I can remember. The secret that I had 
been searching was that there was no secret. Even though I had been seeing progress, I was over thinking the 
approach completely. If my goal this whole time was finding a balance physically and mentally, how was I finding 
it by completely ignoring my body and only listening to the unrealistic voice telling me to stay within the same 
daily macros just attached with so many restrictions. So what was the difference? As long as I was getting in the 
right amount of fiber for my body and hitting my macros everyday? Where was the secret? The answer was I had 
had it all along.

In a recent email exchanged between Amber and I, she had started the thread of the conversation asking me if 
I was okay because she was so used to the paranoid questions regarding macros, timing, etc. I responded with 
utmost anxiousness, saying the real reason was because things had been going almost TOO WELL. Ever since I 
started listening to my body from the time I wake up in the morning, slip on my Nikes to only lift heavier every 
week, go for the fridge only to eat the clean or not clean foods that fit my macros to the time I get enough sleep 
to do it all over again, it’s been utter bliss. I could never repay Amber for not just her unbelievable consultations 
and guidance with me during my plan but the way she’s saved my life without even knowing it. My whole 
outlook on living a “fit life” will never just a hash-tag for me to double tap.


